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I Dont Spend A Penny To Promote My Website In this ebook, not only will you learn where and how to

generate massive streams of targeted traffic (did I mention for FREE?), but youll learn how to plug the

holes in your marketing system that could be causing you to lose those valuable visitors! Here's just a

little of the information you'll discover: How to get that initial flow of visitors to make your website a place

that they regularly visit? The ultimate white hat SEO technique to drive targeted traffic to your website and

get lots of back links. One major mistake 98 of all webmasters make... and how to avoid it. (If you ignore

this, not only will your customers leave you but also Google will punish you.) 4 places your visitors might

leak out from and never return to your site. The simple best way to drive TARGETED & FREE traffic to

YOUR WEBSITE. Learn why two-way links is NOT always the best solution to get better results at search

engines. The ultimate thing that your visitors want... and how to get more and more visitors by giving

them what they want. Which traffic generation techniques are right for YOU? (Youll learn a bullet-proof

method to discover them.) How to give your visitors a chance to promote your website? (This is the #1

strategy that all gurus use in one way or the other.) How to attract freebie seekers to your website right

before you convert them to customers? One of the best ways to create viral traffic to your website. (HINT:

Once you learn it, youll never want to give away this secret to anyone.) How to turn your shy website to a

social website! Discover how a simple, home-made video will drive tons of visitors to your website. (Its

easy. You only need to know how to use it effectively.) How to take an offline strategy which works

effectively and copy it to the online world to promote your website for free. Discover a website that Google

fell in love in 2007 and learn how you can TAKE ADVANTAGE of it almost INSTANTLY. Two places that

you can find a lot of people who are interested in your products and services. (And number one rule that

you must keep in mind while promoting your website in these places.) Learn how worlds top online stores

can help you to be an authority figure in your niche and drive TARGETED traffic to your website for

FREE. Discover the two secret places where people are eagerly waiting to visit your website. (They

obviously ASK you to guide them to your website.) Once you find happy visitors, how to keep them

coming back to your website. (Youll learn more than one technique to achieve this result.) Proven
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technique to get your site listed in search engines before you know it. (If youve a website, you MUST

know this. Indeed, you already know this. The only problem is, you probably dont know how to use this

technique effectively.) Three letters (actually two, one of them is used twice) that can change the way you

promote your website. (HINT: Stop wasting time sending people emails who dont want to get them and

focus on people who are interested in your content, products and services.) A simple strategy that can

DOUBLE and even TRIPLE your web traffic right after you start to use it. (HINT: Guess how many people

dont speak English or prefer to visit a website in their own language?)
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